SNORG TEE shirt assignment – Fall 2010 – After Effects, with Flash FLV, and sunny.uni.edu

Adobe After Effects project assignment 1 – due Wednesday, October 6th, 2010

Quiz #3 will be on Friday, October 1st instead of on Wednesday this week.

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/AE/AEassign2.html

http://www.uni.edu/jacobson/ae/soup/SnorgTees3rd.html

http://www.uni.edu/jacobson/ae/soup/SoupOrSundae.html

http://www.uni.edu/jacobson/soupOrSundae/PublishFLA2sunny.html

http://www.uni.edu/jacobson/soupOrSundae/SnorgTeeShirts.html

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/AE/07/DWuploads.html covers how to UPLOAD your work to sunny.uni.edu using Adobe DW Dreamweaver to do it.

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/AE/07/AE2ndAssigns.html has links to lots of student assignments from SPRING of 2010, so you can study these examples for ideas and inspiration and to clarify what the assignment requires.

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/AE/AEassign2.html is due on Wednesday, October 6th, 2010. As you can see from the above assignments from SPRING of 2010, most students used SNORG TEE shirts.